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Statutory Assessment Tasks and Tests 
(also includes Teacher Assessment).

Usually taken at the end of Key Stage 1 
(at age 7) and at the end of Key Stage 2 
(at age 11).
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The whole assessment system was new in 
2016.

In the past children would be graded 
using levels.

A new system was introduced in 2016 
using a scaled score. 

A scaled score of 100 will mean that a 
child has met the expected standard for 
year 6.
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Children are assessed using two 
methods - teacher assessments  
(TAs) and tests.

TAs are provided for Writing and 
Science.

Children sit tests in Reading, Spelling, 
Grammar and Punctuation and 
Mathematics.
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 Teacher assessment draws together everything the 
teacher or teachers know about a child, including 
observations, marked work and school assessments.

 Teacher assessment is not a ‘snapshot’ like tests and is 
therefore more reliable.

 There can be a difference between teacher assessment 
results and test levels.

 Children will be assessed using the following – Working 
towards the expected standard, working at the 
expected standard or working at a higher standard.
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This year the tests will be on the week 
beginning 13th May.  

All tests take place in that week.  
Children may not take them earlier or 

later.
Usually there are one or two tests per 

day.
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 Children have 1 hour to independently read 3 texts 
and answer questions based on them.

 No help with reading/explaining is allowed, but 
teachers may help write answers if this is necessary.

 Children’s knowledge of word meaning will be tested.
 Marks will be given for explanations, joining 

information, ticking or circling the correct answer 
and finding a word or phrase.

 The test is worth 50 marks in total, this will then be 
converted into a scale score.
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 Writing will be assessed by teacher 
assessment. These must be completed by June 
2019.

 Assessment will be of a range of Year 6 writing 
done as part of the normal sequence of lessons.

 Writing will be internally moderated. LA 
moderators will sample 25% of schools.

 There is no writing test, this is replaced by a 
test of English spelling, punctuation and 
grammar (GPS).
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The GPS test will assess children’s ability in the 
technical aspects of English:
Grammar Punctuation Spelling  

The 45 minute test will use closed response and 
short response questions to assess these 
elements of the programme of study.

The test is scored out of 50 and will be added to 
the spelling test.



F = for

A = and

N = nor

B = but

O = or

Y = yet

S = so





This is a short dictated passage with 20 
words missing for the children to spell.

Their score, out of 20, will be added to 
their GPS score.

The total score for GPS will be out of 70 
and will then be converted into a scaled 
score.
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Paper 1 is mental arithmetic, it will contain 
approximately 36 questions and is worth 40 
marks. Time allowed 30 minutes.

Paper 2 and 3 are reasoning papers. They 
have approximately 24 questions in each 
paper and are worth 35 marks each. Time 
allowed for each paper is 40 minutes.

The total marks available for maths is 110, 
this will then be converted into a scale score.
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•These questions are standard calculations 
involving +, -, x and ÷
•Children will also be required to calculate 
using fractions, decimals and percentages.
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 In these tests the children will have to apply their 
maths knowledge to everyday scenarios using 
reasoning skills.

 Some questions are worth one mark and therefore 
accuracy is important.

 Other questions are worth two or three marks and 
even if the answer is wrong, a mark may be given for 
correct working.

 Teachers may read questions in both written papers 
to pupils if asked.
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Subject Expected standard 100 

scale score

Higher standard 110 

scale score

Reading 28/50 40/50

GPS 38/70 56/70

Maths 61/110 96/110



 A timetable is issued to school, telling us on which days 
tests must be administered.

 We can determine at what time tests begin.
 Tests are completed in a classroom and all display work 

is covered over.
 An adult may sit with a child if it is normal classroom 

practise. 
 The LA monitor 10% of schools per year.
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 In the reading test, children must read the               
text and questions by themselves.

 In maths and GPS tests, adults can read 
questions to children who receive reading 
support in daily lessons.

Teachers can encourage, but not guide or say 
that an answer is correct or incorrect.
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 The best help is interest taken in 
learning and progress.

 Attending meetings and parents’ evenings.
 Supporting reading, spelling, homework and 

revision.
Not putting children under too much pressure by 

over-emphasising revision work.
 Ensuring children arrive for tests:

- in good time
- having had breakfast
- having gone to bed at a reasonable time
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 Test papers are sent to external markers after the tests 
and results arrive back in school early in July.

 Schools then check the results and papers if necessary.  
 Schools inform parents of SATs results by the end of 

the school year in July.
 Parents receive test results and/or teacher assessments 

for English, maths and science.
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Mon 13th May Tues 14th May Wed 15th May Thurs 16th

May
Fri 17th May

GPS Test

45 minutes

Reading Test

60 minutes

Maths 

Paper 1

30 minutes

Maths 

Paper 3 

40 minutes

Spelling Test

20 minutes

Maths 

Paper 2 

40 minutes
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